Abstract
Preference falsification can be a threat to credible assessments of public opinion, especially in authoritarian countries. Prior studies have employed indirect measurements such as list experiments to probe the magnitude of preference falsification among pro-democracy individuals who are critical of authoritarian regimes such as China. However, little is known about preference falsification in the “authoritarianizing” contexts where political freedom is being lost on an ongoing basis. By conducting two list experiments in increasingly authoritarian Hong Kong, we provide a novel finding that significant preference falsification on the Hong Kong National Security Law, the harsh institutional repression enacted in June 2020, is observed among pro-establishment (i.e., pro-government) segment, but not among their pro-democracy counterpart. Pro-establishment individuals in the authoritarianizing contexts arguably anticipate further authoritarianism in the future, which leads them to believe expressing politically “correct” opinions through preference falsification helps to avoid political risks and enjoy future benefits by being the first to support the repressive law. Theoretical implications are discussed.
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